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Page 36,37 story
Kids enter an animal sanctuary. They want to visit animals. They hug animals 
and caress them. Rita asks: why the frogs are sad? Zack says: because they’re 
locked in a box. Should we keep animals in a cage?

Parrot is excited. It’s shouting and waving its wings.because it wants a hug 
from Rita too. But Rita is caressing the rabbit.

 Zack says this fluffy cat wants to play with the scratcher. After that it wants to 
go inside the cat condo.

In this animal sanctuary they take care of animals. They give them food, water 
and a place to sleep.



Vocabulary 
Animal sanctuary: a place that people take care of animals in it.

Caress: a gentle touch 

Wing:

Fluffy: if an animal has got a lot of hairs(fur)

Scratcher: a toy for cats that they can scratch their paws on it.

Cat condo: cat’s house

Take care: to not let bad things happen to someone

Hug

caress



Grammar
If you want to talk about animals’ body, use this grammar:

It has got two eyes.

It has got a tail.

It hasn’t got wings.

It hasn’t got feather.



Animals different body part.
Wing                                      Tail                                   Paw

Feather                                  Shell                                Beak

Fur                                         Whiskers                          Fin     



Questions 
1. What is your favorite animal?
2. Can you describe it?
3. Why do you like it?
4. How can we take care of animals?
5. Have you got a pet?
6. Should we keep animals in a cage?
7. Can you name some domestic animals and wild animals?
8. How are they?



Domestic    Wild
Domestic animals are safe and don’t hurt you. 

They live usually live on the farm. 

We can control them easily

Wild animals are dangerous and they can hurt you.

They live in the nature and they’re free.

It’s hard to control them.



Homework
Memorize the story for next session

Be ready to answer the questions

Choose 2 of your favorite animals and describe the using the words in this 
PDF (the body parts)


